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Print out the cool crayon wrappers on the next page 
and cut along the edges of the labels, with the help of 

an adult. Use tape or glue to wrap the labels around 
your crayons. Now your crayons match Pete the Cat’s! 

Have any colors that aren’t below? Create your own 
labels and names for colors inspired by Pete the Cat!

Step 1: Print the cool crayon wrappers  
that are the next page and then cut out 
the pieces.

Step 2: Glue the back of the first wrapper. 
A helpful tip is to start with glue behind 
the large white rectangle—this will help 
you wrap the crayon easier!

Step 3: Begin to wrap the crayon with the 
glue side against the crayon.

Step 4: Wrap the piece around the crayon 
as straight as you possibly can. Add glue to 
the other half of the wrapper, getting the 
glue all the way to edges and corners.

Step 5: Firmly hold the wrapper in place 
for a moment so that the glue can grip on 
and dry. If you are having difficulty getting 
it to stay, use a piece of scotch tape to 
hold it in place.

Step 6: Congratulations! Your first crayon 
is complete. Finish wrapping the rest of 
them and do the cool cat boogie when 
you’re finished!



 Cool Crayon Wrappers
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ROCKIN’ RED

BOOGIE BROWN

ORANGE TABBY

COOL CAT BLUE

DEEP PURPLE

MELLOW YELLOW

Create your own color!

GROOVY GREEN


